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A heartwarming story about the new girl in school, and how she learns to appreciate her Korean name. Being the new kid in school is hard enough, but what happens when nobody can
pronounce your name? Having just moved from Korea, Unhei is anxious about fitting in. So instead of introducing herself on the first day of school, she decides to choose an American name
from a glass jar. But while Unhei thinks of being a Suzy, Laura, or Amanda, nothing feels right. With the help of a new friend, Unhei will learn that the best name is her own. From acclaimed
creator Yangsook Choi comes the bestselling classic about finding the courage to be yourself and being proud of your background.
“No one provides hotter emotional fireworks than the fiery Ann Major.” RT Reviews From USA Today bestselling author Ann Major: a boxed set composed of the first three novels in Ann’s
series Texas: Children of Destiny. Passion’s Child (Book 1) When his son’s life is threatened, Nick returns to claim his wife and child. But can their love survive his sins and her secrets?
Destiny’s Child (Book 2) Ever since Megan MacKay’s father lost the MacKay ranch to neighboring rancher Jeb Jackson in a card game, Megan MacKay resented Jeb almost as much as she
desired him. Now she’s all grown up and such a handful, his feisty pilot is the last woman Jeb wants to desire. Too bad for him a passionate kiss makes him realize he wants to possess her
even more than he wants her land. Night Child (Book 3) When world-famous ballerina Dawn Hayden is abducted and a mysterious stranger, who seems dazzlingly familiar rescues her,
passion flames and old memories are triggered. Who is Kirk MacKay? What is he hiding? Why won’t he tell her what happened to her in the past? Reviews of her TEXAS: CHILDREN OF
DESTINY PASSION’S CHILD (book 1) Ann Major begins a high intensity trilogy with PASSION’S CHILD (4-), the dramatic tale of an estranged couple brought back together by the critical
illness of their young son. Ms. Major creates a mesmerizing emotional ambiance and strong plot development… RT REVIEWS DESTINY’S CHILD (book 2) DESTINY’S CHILD (4) is the
impressive second book in Ann Major’s CHILDREN OF DESTINY trilogy. A powerful rancher and his feisty private pilot lock horns over his methods of acquiring her family’s holdings. The
sensual flames burn very brightly indeed while this explosive couple battles toward a highly satisfying resolution. RT REVIEWS This excellent story is intense and emotionally involving.
—Rendezvous NIGHT CHILD (book 3) A powerful story that is as equally compelling, intense and emotional as the first two. The entire trilogy offers a wonderful reading experience. —KW
Rendezvous NIGHT CHILD (book 3) Ann Major’s stunning conclusion to her Children of Destiny series, NIGHT CHILD (4+) powerfully blends romance and danger…. The fiery romance will
win a reserved spot on many a bookshelf. — RT REVIEWS
If you love Sophie Kinsella and Emily Giffin, you'll love this heartwarming debut from a fresh voice in contemporary chick-lit that offers a lighthearted and fun take on friendship, love, and how
to recover from past mistakes. **Grab all three books of the series in this boxed set at an INCREDIBLE price!** When Georgica "Gigi" Goldstein heads off to Camp Chinooka to escape her
failing career as a fashion designer and the upcoming marriage of her best friend to the one guy she's ever loved, she has no idea just how much her life is about to change. Eight weeks later,
armed with a new sense of self and budding new romance with fellow counselor Perry Gillman, she leaves camp behind and returns home to start her own fashion house. Just four years after
her life-changing summer, Gigi thinks saying goodbye to Camp Chinooka means saying hello to a brand new life. Now faced with a second chance at her career, she is filled with more hope
than she's felt in a long time. Her design house, G. Malone, is taking the fashion world by storm, even attracting notice of Victoria Ellicott, the fashionable British socialite who just happens to
be engaged to the future king of England. When Gigi is chosen to design the royal wedding dress, she is forced to confront her ex-fiancé, Perry Gillman, now a successful composer with a hit
show on the West End. But Gigi soon learns Perry's been dating Victoria's sister Annabelle, whose looks, style, and sophistication are seemingly unparalleled. Even a budding relationship with
the handsome, worldly, and charismatic Viscount Satterley can't make her forget about Perry and her inability to get over him. When the paparazzi captures her and Perry Gillman in a
compromising moment the night of the royal wedding, she finds herself entangled in a scandal of global proportion. Convinced her carelessness has ruined every relationship in her life, she’s
surprised and moved by Gideon’s sudden proposal of marriage and accepts it without a second thought. Four months later, Gigi’s living at Badgley Hall with Gideon contemplating an entirely
new kind of life while guilt, regret, and obligation keep calling her back to her old one. Will Gigi stay in South Gloucestershire, marry Gideon, and become the Countess of Harronsby? Or, will
unfinished opportunities and an old flame bring her back across the pond to confront her past and reclaim her future? The Campfire Series 1. One S’more Summer 2. S’more to Lose 3. Love
You S’more
The story of Charles Haddon Spurgeon's life is nothing less than titanic. Within 2 years and 6 months of accepting the pastorate of the New Park Street Chapel as a boy of 19, the Sunday
service grew from 242 to over 7,000 in attendance. What can account for the meteoric rise in popularity? Why did so many wish to hear his sermons? It is the same reason why one ought to
study the sermons of Spurgeon to this day: in a famished land of moralism, he preached the bread of Jesus Christ. Containing the first three volumes of the sixty-three volumes published from
the Metropolitan Tabernacle pulpit, this book holds 164 sermons, 'as plump as a partridge, and as full of meat as an egg.' David A. Attebury is currently pursuing a Masters of Divinity from The
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky.
With these hands I will hold you. With this heart I will love you. With my life I will protect you. Three heartwarming romances full of mystery, suspense, and adventure! Safe Haven Tank has
spent his life protecting people. When the threat to his latest assignment’s life becomes deadly, he has no option but to trust a woman who’s living with a secret more dangerous than his
own. Just Breathe Kelly is determined to make her antiques business a success. She won't let a bodyguard who likes first edition poetry books interfere with her life. Winning a mystery box at
an auction changes everything. With Tanner working alongside her, they decipher the code in a forgotten journal, uncovering a young girl's journey to freedom and a powerful family's secret.
Always After living most of his life in one battleground after another, Grant Byers craves normal. He’s a cattle rancher, Search and Rescue volunteer, and an ex-Navy SEAL. He’s not looking
for trouble, but when he meets Mallory Fraser, he knows trouble has found him. The first three books in The Protectors Series can easily be read as standalones. There are seven books in this
series for you to enjoy. All of Leeanna's books are linked, so if you meet a character you like, you could find them in another novel. For more information about Leeanna's books and new
releases, please visit leeannamorgan.com and sign up for her newsletter. Happy reading! Praise for Leeanna Morgan’s books: “I am addicted to Leeanna Morgan's books! The only problem
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with them is that I hate coming to the end of one, and can't wait for the next good read. I love how she weaves the characters together, and draws you right into their lives. If you haven't
discovered her, please do give her books a try. You won't be disappointed, except for not having found her sooner!” “I thoroughly enjoyed this book! I couldn't put it down. I purchased it today
and finished it just now. Captivating story from beginning to end. Definitely a five star book.” Other contemporary romances by Leeanna Morgan: The Montana Brides: Book 1: Forever
Dreams (Gracie and Trent) Book 2: Forever in Love (Amy and Nathan) Book 3: Forever After (Nicky and Sam) Book 4: Forever Wishes (Erin and Jake) Book 5: Forever Santa: a Montana
Brides Christmas novella Book 6: Forever Cowboy (Emily and Alex) Book 7: Forever Together (Kate and Dan) Book 8: Forever and a Day (Sarah and Jordan) The Bridesmaids Club: Book 1:
All of Me (Tess and Logan) Book 2: Loving You (Annie and Dylan) Book 3: Head Over Heels (Sally and Todd) Book 4: Sweet on You (Molly and Jacob) Emerald Lake Billionaires: Book 1:
Sealed with a Kiss (Rachel and John) Book 2: Playing for Keeps (Sophie and Ryan) Book 3: Crazy Love (Holly and Daniel) Book 4: One And Only (Elizabeth and Blake) The Protectors: Book
1: Safe Haven (Hayley and Tank) Book 2: Just Breathe: (Kelly and Tanner) Book 3: Always (Mallory and Grant) Book 4: The Promise (Ashley and Matthew) Book 5: Coming Home (Mia and
Stan) Book 6: The Gift (Hannah and Brett) Book 7: The Wish (Claire and Jason) Sapphire Bay: Book 1: Falling For You (Natalie and Gabe) Book 2: Once In A Lifetime (Sam and Caleb) Book
3: A Christmas Wish (Megan and William) Book 4: Before Today (Brooke and Levi) Book 5: The Sweetest Thing (Cassie and Noah) Keywords: Heartwarming, small town romance, love,
mystery, ranch, military, Army, Navy SEAL, friendship, family life, series, Montana, relationships, love, wedding, bride, suspense, family saga, second chance, clean & wholesome, adventure,
second chances, bodyguard, FBI, police, inspirational, community.
Based on the hit animated film! Mitsuha, a high school girl from a town deep in the mountains, dreams of an unfamiliar life in Tokyo. Taki, a high school boy from Tokyo, dreams that he is a girl
living in the mountains. As the two change places in their dreams, their encounter sets a miraculous story into motion.
The first three books in the bestselling Messenger Chronicles series all in one place! ? "This series has been absolutely fantastic from the very first book One of the BEST sci-fi series I’ve ever read. The
world-building and characters were phenomenal throughout. I am a sobbing, blustering mess right now! It feels like the world is being pulled from its axis right now. That's how important this series has
become to me." ~ Reviews from Goodreads. Shoot the Messenger, Game of Lies, and The Nightshade's Touch. Join tens of thousands of readers in falling in love with Kesh Lasota and the fae-in-space
phenomenon that broke the sci-fi fantasy mold!
This OMNIBUS edition contains the first three novels in THE ORDER OF THE AIR - Lost Things, Steel Blues & Silver Bullet. Book IV of The Order of the Air - Wind Raker - will be available as of February,
2015. This is your chance to catch up on a wonderful series at a bargain price. Also Included: Chapter One of The Parting, the first novel in the modern day O.C.L.T. series (the two tie-in to one another).
LOST THINGS: In 1929 archeologists began draining Lake Nemi in search of the mysterious ships that have been glimpsed beneath its waters since the reign of Claudius. What they awakened had been
drowned for two thousand years. For a very good reason. Veteran aviator Lewis Segura has been drifting since the Great War ended, fetched up at last at the small company run by fellow veterans and pilots
Alma Gilchrist and Mitchell Sorley, assisted by their old friend Dr. Jerry Ballard, an archeologist who lost his career when he lost part of his leg. It’s a living, and if it’s not quite what any of them had dreamed
of, it’s better than much that they’ve already survived. But Lewis has always dreamed true, and what he sees in his dreams will take them on a dangerous chase from Hollywood to New York to an airship
over the Atlantic, and finally to the Groves of Diana Herself…. The world is full of lost treasures. Some of them are better off not found. STEEL BLUES: In this sequel to Lost Things, when the Gilchrist Aviation
team tries to win the money to keep the business going by placing first in a coast-to-coast air race, things get complicated! A stolen necklace, a runaway Russian countess, and a century-old curse seem like
trouble enough, but then there's New Orleans, and the unsolved murders of the New Orleans Axeman. But what if the murderer is one of them? SILVER BULLET: Mad Science and Magic A series of
mysterious plane crashes in the Rocky Mountains in the midst of a Depression winter call Air Corps reservists Mitch Sorley and Lewis Segura out to fly search and rescue, but it's more than just a simple
navigational hazard. Fortunately Mitch and Lewis are more than just pilots. With Lewis' wife Alma and their old friend Dr. Jerry Ballard they're members of an esoteric Lodge dedicated to the protection of the
world. The Silver Bullet Mine is haunted -- or is it? Can ghosts bring down aircraft? And are the small-time crooks who are interested in the Mine simply looking to make a buck -- or the vanguard of something
more evil and deadly? Aided by their former con artist office manager Stasi Rostov, they've got to get to the bottom of what's happening at the Silver Bullet Mine before more lives are lost.
Quirky humor? Small-town crimes? A talking cat? This series has it all! Ever since Angie Russo woke up from a near fatal run-in with a coffee maker, she’s been able to talk to—and even worse,
understand—one very spoiled tabby named Octavius. He says his owner was murdered and that she’s the only one who can help bring the killer to justice. And, well, that’s just the first of the wonderfully
whacky mysteries they solve together. Add in a traumatized terrier witness and two murderous Sphynx cats who speak only in riddles, toss on your favorite deerstalker cap, and let’s go sleuthing! If you love
kitty detectives and quirky humor, then you do not want to miss this USA Today bestselling series and your chance to binge read the first three books with this special boxed collection… Enjoy!
Freya has been alone as long as she can remember. 3 books. Over 600 pages of magical adventures, kickass heroines, and forbidden romance. Always moving from foster home to foster home, never
finding a permanent family. With her mother dead and no leads on her father, the first clue to her heritage comes in the most unlikely form. An outburst of impossible magic, and the appearance of a ghostly
guardian Freya’s mother tasked with watching over her. With her newfound abilities, finding her father should finally be within Freya’s reach, but her new guardian cautions restraint. Freya still doesn’t
understand the magical world, she claims, or its dangers. If Freya wants the truth, it may mean going it alone once more. And putting her guardian’s warnings to the test. The Pup Trilogy collects together the
first three books in the Freya Snow urban fantasy series, which starts out as YA and follows Freya’s magical adventures into adulthood. If you like kick-ass, sarcastic heroines, immersive magical worlds
beneath our own, and love that crosses the lines of magical feuds, then you’ll be instantly hooked on L.C. Mawson’s fast-paced urban fantasy series.
Eldest brother and ruthless rancher Adam King would do anything to restore his family's estate--including enter a marriage of convenience. Millionaire Travis King only needs a temporary wife to stop his
match-making client, but soon can't resist his bride. And airline tycoon Jackson Tycoon gets the shock of a lifetime when the beautiful stranger with whom he'd shared a mind-blowing tryst reveals he had
fathered her baby daughter! Meet these irresistible heroes--and the women who capture their hearts--in the first three books in USA TODAY bestselling author Maureen Child's Kings of California series:
Bargaining for King's Baby, Marrying for King's Millions and Falling for King's Fortune.
Living in a "perfect" world without social ills, a boy approaches the time when he will receive a life assignment from the Elders, but his selection leads him to a mysterious man known as the Giver, who reveals
the dark secrets behind the utopian facade.

This box set includes the first three book in the Bitten By Love series: My Sunny Vampire; Bite Me, I'm Yours; and Blind Temptation. My Sunny Vampire: Sunny didn’t believe in
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vampires. Now she is one. Could the vampire who turned her be the one she’s falling for? Bite Me, I’m Yours: Finding out John is a vampire is scary, but Sarah's learned not all
monsters have fangs. Blind Temptation: Victoria is a 400 year-old vampire who looks 17 and falls for Ben, a 39 year-old teacher who is blind. How long can she pretend to be
mortal?
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Steven Spielberg. “Enchanting . . . Willy Wonka meets The Matrix.”—USA Today • “As one
adventure leads expertly to the next, time simply evaporates.”—Entertainment Weekly A world at stake. A quest for the ultimate prize. Are you ready? In the year 2045, reality is
an ugly place. The only time Wade Watts really feels alive is when he’s jacked into the OASIS, a vast virtual world where most of humanity spends their days. When the
eccentric creator of the OASIS dies, he leaves behind a series of fiendish puzzles, based on his obsession with the pop culture of decades past. Whoever is first to solve them
will inherit his vast fortune—and control of the OASIS itself. Then Wade cracks the first clue. Suddenly he’s beset by rivals who’ll kill to take this prize. The race is on—and the
only way to survive is to win. NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Entertainment Weekly • San Francisco Chronicle • Village Voice • Chicago Sun-Times •
iO9 • The AV Club “Delightful . . . the grown-up’s Harry Potter.”—HuffPost “An addictive read . . . part intergalactic scavenger hunt, part romance, and all heart.”—CNN “A most
excellent ride . . . Cline stuffs his novel with a cornucopia of pop culture, as if to wink to the reader.”—Boston Globe “Ridiculously fun and large-hearted . . . Cline is that rare writer
who can translate his own dorky enthusiasms into prose that’s both hilarious and compassionate.”—NPR “[A] fantastic page-turner . . . starts out like a simple bit of fun and winds
up feeling like a rich and plausible picture of future friendships in a world not too distant from our own.”—iO9
This second edition of Laster's Catalog combines in one volume the listings from the first catalog with the voluminous material that has appeared since 1973, more than doubling
the number of citations. It is designed as an aid for the church musician and/or pastor seeking to plan unified worship services. It will also be of use to those church musicians
who follow the Liturgical Calendar and plan music appropriate to the appointed lessons, as well as a source for non-church choir directors who would like to locate choral settings
based on a particular passage from Scripture. Entries are arranged from Genesis through Revelation. Each main entry citation provides the biblical reference (book, chapter, and
verse), as well as a reference to additional passages from Scripture used in the anthem. The composer, arranger, or editor and the title are listed as they appear on the octavo.
Information on voicing, solos, and instrumental accompaniment is noted; the name of the publisher, the most recent date of publication and the octavo number appear at the end
of each citation, where information on instrumental parts, other versions of the same title, and collections where the work might appear are also listed. Composer and title indexes
round off the work.
"Fates intentions are never clear ... After months of swapping bodies with Mitsuha, Taki remains suddenly fixed in his own. Unable to shake the lingering impressions of a remote
town he's never been to and a girl he's never seen, Taki sets off to find Mitsuha's village in the mountains. With only a few landscape sketched drawn from memory to guide his
search, Taki's goal seems impossible. However, his journey leads him to a reality more impossible than anything he could have imagined ..."--Page 4 of cover.
The second edition of A Catalogue of Vocal Solos and Duets Arranged in Biblical Order serves as a companion volume to A Catalogue of Choral Music Arranged in Biblical Order
(Second edition, 1996, and supplement, 2001, both published by Scarecrow Press). It is a necessary tool for the church musician to coordinate music with the scripture readings
and/or the sermon topic and a valuable aid to the vocal soloist seeking a work using a particular biblical text. The work serves as a working document for the church musician,
soloist, or voice teacher. Titles are arranged in the same order as found in the Bible. Each entry contains title, composer, voice range/type, and publisher information. Two
indexes are also included: a title index and a composer index.
PRAYING GOD'S WRITTEN WORD 'Sitting at his feet with your door closed, your affection set on things above, pray to your Father who is in secret' In this modernized version
of "A Method for Prayer," written by Matthew Henry in 1710, Steve Kindorf gives us an updated and readable spelling of the book, and includes all the cross references from the
original. This book offers added devotional prayers and Bible study aids from the publisher/author of this new expanded edition. The book features a collection of 700 short
devotional prayers to the Godhead of Jesus Christ called 'My Affection' (that is, proclamations and praises of his many names, titles and attributes; being with you in worship and
adoration before his throne as you think upon them throughout the day and meditate in the night watches; God has said in Philippians 4:8 & Psalm 63:6.); a poetic setting of
Psalm 119, a Glossary containing 2400 words of the King James Bible, a daily Bible reading plan, An Introduction to My Affection by John Owen.
ORIENTATION: NOBODY NOTICED AS IT SWEPT AROUND THE GLOBE--UNTIL BILLIONS BEGAN TO DIE. Then it got a name. The Lethargy. Everyone just gave up, all
interest in life relentlessly gnawed away. Marcus was different; he became something else. Awoken. A man able to bend reality to his will and peel back the layers of the complex
world he found himself alone in. His only true desire was to help safeguard mankind's future, so The Commorancy was constructed - a fabled safe haven for those lucky enough
to get an invitation after passing his strict and convoluted entry requirements. But there are those out to ensure humanity is wiped from the planet entirely, led by a tattooed red
man that will stop at nothing. Three hundred years living a life that was never meant to be means that Marcus' grip on reality is becoming severely warped. When fifteen-year-old
Letje finally gets her invitation she finds herself completely out of her depth. Haughty goats, an almost mythical man obsessed with changing his clothes at every available
opportunity, and doors that go whoosh don't help her situation as the very future of mankind hangs in the balance. CONTAMINATION: The Contamination begins as Varik, along
with his tattooed acolytes, threaten not only the fabled Commorancy but the very future of humanity. Marcus, centuries old and getting more eccentric by the day, tries to fight a
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descent into madness while ensuring he protects the guests he had to so rudely disturb from the sanctuary of their Rooms. Letje, the youngest of the guests, finds herself
overwhelmed as she tries to Awaken amid the bizarre behavior of Marcus and the breathtaking architecture of The Commorancy - the last bastion of hope for the few people that
actually care if the human race survives or perishes. EVACUATION: Marcus leads the group away from The Commorancy but his state of mind is fraying at an alarming rate.
Attacks from Varik's church and encounters with the the dregs of humanity threaten their progress, but help from those thought lost forever might improve their chance of survival.
Letje learns more about love, loss, and what she is capable of than she had ever thought possible.
The Woman’s Study Bible poignantly reveals the Word of God to women, inviting them to receive God’s truth for balance, hope, and transformation. Special features designed
to speak to a woman’s heart appear throughout the Bible text, revealing Scripture-based insights about how godly womanhood grows from a woman’s identity as a Christfollower and a child of the Kingdom. Now with a beautiful full-color redesign, The Woman’s Study Bible reflects the contributions of over 80 women from a wide variety of ethnic,
denominational, educational, and occupational backgrounds. Since the publication of the first edition of The Woman’s Study Bible under the editorial guidance of Dorothy Kelley
Patterson and Rhonda Harrington Kelley, this landmark study Bible has sold over 1.5 million copies. Features Include: Beautiful full-color design throughout Detailed biographical
portraits of over 100 biblical women Thousands of extensive verse-by-verse study notes Over 300 in-text topical articles on relevant issues Insightful essays by women who are
recognized experts in the fields of theology, biblical studies, archaeology, and philosophy Book introductions and outlines Hundreds of full-color in-text maps, charts, timelines,
and family trees Quotes from godly women throughout history Set of full-page maps of the biblical world Topical index Concordance 10.5-point print size
'1-3 John' treats the three letters of John as a unified epistolary package. Taking a thorough and scholarly approach, John Paul Heil proposes two important contributions to the
study of 1-3 John. First, he presents new comprehensive chiastic structures for each of the three letters of John based on concrete linguistic evidence in the text. These chiastic
structures serve as the guide to a better understanding of for whom John's epistles were meant, and why they were written. Secondly, it treats these letters from the point of view
of their worship context and themes. Not only were 1-3 John intended to be performed orally as part of liturgical worship, but together these three letters plead with their audience
to engage in a distinctive kind of ethical worship. The three letters of John are most concerned with giving their audience the experience of living eternally by the worship that
consists of loving God and one another.
Come Rain or Shine The skies have reclaimed the Weather Maiden, and Hodaka is on the run! All Hodaka cares about is saving the girl who took his world by storm, but is he
willing to tempt the fates to bring sunshine back into his life? In Weathering With You, Makoto Shinkai dives into topics like love and sacrifice to show how far one boy goes to
protect the thing he loves most. This manga reveals the backstories and true thoughts of the characters who stole the hearts of fans and critics worldwide. Final Volume!
Follow the journey of teen genius Seamus Robinson and his family as they survive the apocalypse and head out into the stars. A family friendly, quirky story of balancing major
life decisions with your head and your heart. You'll fall in love with the characters with every turn of the page in this series that you won't be able to put down. Books 1 - 3 of The
Seamus Chronicles Annihilation - Book 1 Evacuation - Book 2 Colonization - Book 3
Can a man disappear forever and build himself a new life, or will his past catch up with him? Follow this 10-part serial throughout 2015 featuring Ethan, aka Slapshot, a hockey
player whose life is ruined, forcing him to disappear forever. Ethan joins Underground, a black ops organization and is trained as a deadly operative. There, he meets Ciana, a
woman with a dark past of her own. As Ethan and his Underground colleagues embark on dangerous missions worldwide, he finds a new purpose in life. Off the Grid,
Underground 1- The seemingly impossible has happened. The unthinkable. Those I trusted most have betrayed me. I’m a hockey player, and gave control of my finances to my
parents so I could concentrate on my game. Big mistake. They stole from me, bankrupted me, in fact. And then someone came looking for money I don’t have and I made a
terrible mistake; one that will haunt me forever. But now someone has found me and offered a new start. I would no longer be a hockey player, I wouldn’t even be an actual
person, totally off the grid. I’d be a shadow, fighting crime for an organization that’s underground, literally. Do I want that life? If I go back, what kind of life would I have?
Probably one in prison orange. The choice to join Underground is painful, but necessary. As my hockey coach always said, though, pain is weakness leaving the body. I will not
be powerless ever again. Creating Slapshot, Underground 2- I’ve left my old life behind and officially joined Underground. It appears no one knows where I am or even if I’m still
alive. I don’t know how I feel about that. My friends thinking I’m dead leaves a hole in my heart, but I’ll drive myself crazy if I obsess about it. So rather than allowing myself to
wallow in self-pity or anger about what’s happened, I’m throwing all my energy into training. You would think that whole “elite athlete” thing would make everything easier, but
all these new techniques I need to master—hand-to-hand combat, weapons training, surveillance procedures—are kicking my ass. For my whole life, I’ve only had one identity.
Ethan, hockey player. Now that sense of self is gone forever, slowly being replaced by my new identity, Slapshot. Surreal doesn’t even begin to describe this transformation. But
the more I find out about the world around me, the problems I ignored for the most part as I played a game for an obscene amount of money, the more I want to make a
difference. This is not a game. It’s real life, and I have the chance to be a hero. It’s going to take everything I have—or have left, to do it. Initiation by Fire, Underground 3- I have
my first assignment--helping track down a man targeting Cuban bodegas and then using an automatic rifle to massacre all those inside after they're attacked by a Cuban gang
and his wife is killed. Underground is tasked with figuring out who this dangerous man is and stopping him before he goes on another rampage. It's the first time I've seen
Underground in action, and I have to admit, it's exciting. I feel that adrenaline rush I used to get right before I hit the ice. And I loved that satisfied feeling of knowing I helped find
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justice for all the innocent people the man has murdered.
The third installment of the manga adaptation of the film that took the world by storm! To save Mitsuha and all of Itomori from the comet Tiamat, Taki joins up with Saya-chin and Tesshi to
evacuate the town. But Mitsuha's father is stubborn and refuses to listen...
Mitsuha Miyamizu may be experiencing a mysterious bond with an unfamiliar Tokyo boy, but she's not the only member of her shrine-keeping family with transcendent connections. Her little
sister, Yotsuha, finds herself getting a curiously closer look at the Miyamizu traditions. Their father, Toshiki, remembers his wife, Futaba, and all the love and pain. Discover more stories from
the world of the award-winning film your name. and see the town-and history-of Itomori in a new light.
"A professor of forensic anthropology, James Donovan is the reasonable sibling among the passionate, impulsive Donovans. But there's nothing reasonable about his reaction to baker Gracie
Roberts. She's all wild curls and mouth-watering curves, as deliciously tempting as the sugary treats she's famous for--and twice as irritating. But before long, James decides that getting a
taste of her is one indulgence he can't pass up"--Page 4 of cover.
Welcome to the interstellar civilization known in the far future as the Sectors! This Badari Warriors box set gathers the first three science fiction romance novels from this award winning series
into one collection. Featuring genetically engineered soldiers of the far future, the Badari were created by alien enemies to fight humans. But then the scientists kidnapped an entire human
colony from the Sectors to use as subjects in twisted experiments…the Badari and the humans made common cause, rebelled and escaped the labs. Now they live side by side in a sanctuary
valley protected by a powerful Artificial Intelligence, and wage unceasing war on the aliens. Please note each novel has been previously published on its own and all are standalone tales. No
new material has been added, aside from a brief Author’s Note about why I wrote each novel. AYDARR: Jill Garrison, a maintenance tech at the Sectors Amarcae 7 colony, goes to sleep one
night as usual only to wake up in her nightgown stranded in the middle of a forest on an unknown world. There’s no time to think as she’s stalked by carnivorous predators and rescued by
genetically engineered warriors calling themselves the Badari. Turns out they and she, along with her whole colony, are now prisoners of the Khagrish, a ruthless race of alien scientists.
Working for enemies of the Sectors, the Khagrish have created the Badari to be super soldiers. Aydarr, the Badari alpha, isn’t sure he can trust Jill but his attraction to her is undeniable. He
impulsively claims her as his mate to prevent her death at the hands of the Khagrish. MATEER: Megan Garrison, a doctor at the Sectors Amarcae 7 colony, goes to sleep one night as usual
only to wake up in her nightgown, strapped to a table in an alien lab, destined to be the subject of terrifying experiments. Granted a brief reprieve, Megan and the other kidnapped humans are
released in the middle of a forestlike enclosure on this unknown world and told to survive as best they can for now. Her only hope is Mateer, the genetically engineered alien warrior imprisoned
with the humans. He knows more than he’s sharing about this planet, their captors and the fate of other humans, including perhaps her own sisters. Turns out everyone from her colony has
been kidnapped by the Khagrish, a ruthless race of alien scientists. Working for enemies of the human-led Sectors, the Khagrish have created the Badari to be super soldiers. Mateer, a tough
Badari enforcer, now a rebel, is captured while infiltrating the lab to help his pack bring it down. He’s also been ordered by his leaders to search for Megan and save her life at all costs.
Tortured by the enemy, he’s offered one chance at survival – convince Megan to become his mate and assist the Khagrish with further experiments. TIMTUR: Far from her home in the human
Sectors after the mass kidnapping, teacher Lily Garrison is making a niche for herself in the valley by running a school for the Badari young. Although she yearns for Timtur, the pack’s healer,
another Badari male has his eye on her and won’t take no for an answer. Timtur feels the weight and responsibility of being the pack’s only healer, constantly on call as the soldiers fight
ferocious battles against the alien scientists and their troops. With scarcely a moment to himself, he’s drawn to the gentle Lily but worries he won’t be able to juggle his duties, his loyalty to
the pack and a relationship with a human woman. When Lily’s stalker takes direct action to kidnap her and steal her from the safety of the valley, she’s forced to reach deep inside to find the
strength to battle for her life. Timtur realizes too late how foolish he’s been to resist the bond with his fated mate and leads the rescue effort. BADARI WARRIORS Timeline: AYDARR
MATEER TIMTUR JADRIAN DARIK GABE KIERCE
Step inside and experience the sensual debauchery of The Wicked Horse Vegas! This bundle includes books 1-3 of this USA Today bestselling series. Wicked Favor: He is the enigmatic
owner of The Wicked Horse Vegas, an exclusive sex club high above the glitz and glamour of the Vegas strip. She’s in danger and needs his help, but as the sister of his sworn enemy, she’s
the last person he wants to help. Wicked Favor is an enemies-to-lovers contemporary romance standalone. Wicked Wish: She’s reeling after her husband’s betrayal and decides The Wicked
Horse is just what she needs to get her groove back. It might be the club’s masquerade ball, but he knows exactly who is hiding beneath the mask of sapphire feathers. She’s completely off
limits, but impossible to resist. Wicked Wish is a best friend’s little sister contemporary romance standalone. Wicked Envy: Three best friends who decide to explore a whole new side to their
friendship. But when their physical relationship blooms into something more, will their bonds of friendship be broken forever? Wicked Envy is a MFM friends-to-lovers contemporary romance
standalone.
Combining sizzling passion and dark, sinfully seductive vampire heroes, Lindsay J. Pryor will have fans of J.R. Ward and K.F. Breene totally addicted. Discover the first three books in the
bestselling Blackthorn series today. ‘The best series I have ever read.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A phenomenal series.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘I am officially addicted.’ The Demon Librarian
‘Blows me away.’ Gravetells.com Blood Shadows Gifted with the ability to read the shadows of ‘third species’ beings, Caitlin Parish is the Vampire Control Unit’s most powerful agent.
Despite that, her mission to hunt down Kane Malloy – a master vampire – comes with a death wish. Many have tried, but few have survived. For Caitlin, tracking Kane is about more than just
professional reputation. With her parents both mysteriously killed 7 years apart to the day, Caitlin knows that without Kane’s help she is next. She has four days to make a deal with the
wicked, the irresistible, the treacherous Kane Malloy. The vampire who despises everything she stands for. Or die. Blood Roses A rare and powerful witch whose blood is lethal to vampires,
Leila has always viewed her serryn abilities as a curse. After seeing her mother slaughtered as a child, Leila longs for a safe, quiet life. That wish is shattered by Caleb Dehain – a vampire with
a dark past and a darker heart. The most feared serryn hunter of his generation, Caleb now needs the help of one of the witches he despises to save his dying brother. Caleb and Leila are
each other’s worst nightmare – but the slow-burning spark of attraction between them is undeniable. Will Leila’s blood be his damnation? Or could her kiss be his salvation? Blood Torn Jask
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Tao, lycan leader, rules his pack with absolute dedication and demands the same loyalty in return. When he captures Sophia, a rare serryn witch whose blood is lethal to vampires, Jask
knows just how valuable she can be. Despite her fiery nature, he also can’t shake the feelings that she rouses in him. Sophia knows she has to escape from Jask’s lycan compound – and
fast. Inheriting her sister’s serryn powers can only mean one thing – that her family is at risk. She’ll have to get past the dangerously attractive Jask first… Sparks fly between Jask and Sophia
but, as both her family and the pack come under threat, they might just need each other if they, and their loved ones, are going to stay alive… Why readers are hooked on the world of
Blackthorn: 'Blood Shadows honestly blew me away.’ GraveTells.com 'Blew my mind not only because the characters were emotionally intense and complex, but also the plot was a perfectly
carved creation that’s twist and suspense kept me speechless.' Seeing Night Book Reviews ‘I couldn’t stop thinking about these books once I was done with them…The world-building is
spectacular. The characters are enthralling and addicting… Plain fabulousness.’ Gaga Over Books 'If you’re looking for a new PNR series that has a dark world and complicated characters,
then you'll want to grab a copy of this.' FictionVixen.com 'The push-pull dynamic between Caitlin and Kane is superb and quite possibly the best I've ever read... insanely hot romance... a
deliciously twisted and exciting tale... I couldn't put it down.' TheDemonLibrarian.com – Janice ‘The chemistry between the two main characters sizzzzzzzles. If you love vamp romances, you'll
want to read this one.' Vamp Chix
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